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Judith Waring 

I read the synopsis on the back 

before I got stuck in and thought I 

had the answer worked out 

already...silly me!! 

This novel is really easy to read and it's a 

'big' novel, in that it is nicely multi-sided 

with story threads following the lives of 

Jenna and Jack, the parents, as they set 

up a new business in Wales; Paige, their 

fifteen year old daughter settling into a 

new school and making new friends; and 

then their younger children, Jenna's mum, 

and Jenna's sister adding to the top 

layers. 

The story unfolds at a good pace and I 

have to admit I devoured this book 

within four days of receiving it. 

Gradually the family's problems emerge 

chapter by chapter but just as you think 

there's a limit or that there is an end in sight the story twists again and again. 

Paige's story is a very modern one, and admittedly a very upsetting subject, one 

which has been researched thoroughly by the author and she has done an 

excellent job in bringing this to the fore and raising awareness of what is 

obviously happening on a regular basis these days unfortunately. 

However I did think that the ending for Paige's story was a bit convoluted as if 

it was the only way to tie it all up so I found that a bit weird and slightly weak. 

I've been reading Susan Lewis for many years and much as I enjoyed this book I 

personally think it lacks the solid thump of her early works such as Dance While 

You Can, Stolen Beginnings or Summer Madness which all gripped me. 



But times and writing styles change with the decades of course and so this is 

definitely a novel worthy of 21st century bookshelves and one which I'm already 

looking forward to passing on to my mum. 

 

Ann Quintilla 

A page-turning story about bullying, deceit and fractured 

relationships. 

On the surface life appears to be idyllic for Jenna and Jack and their four 

children in Wales. They moved there, following Jack’s redundancy, to set up 

their own on-line publishing company. Jenna, a writer, is happy there although 

she finds her creative juices have dried up and is unable to write the book for 

which she has received an advance payment. 

Paige, her 15 year old daughter, appears to be thriving in her new environment 

and enjoys spending time with her stepfather, Jack, on the Gower peninsula 

working on school projects. But then everything goes wrong. 

Jenna discovers Jack is not where he claims to be and she becomes suspicious of 

the phone calls he is receiving. Paige, an outgoing, vivacious girl becomes 

withdrawn and bad tempered but her mother does not realise why. Her 

attention is focussed on her three young children and her husband. In fact Paige 

is being bullied with obscene comments about her on social media pages.  

Paige has one friend, Charlotte who tries to help her. She also warns her about 

someone who is befriending Paige on the Internet. 

The situation goes from bad to worse. The unthinkable happens but just what 

that is you will have to find out for yourself by reading this interesting and 

disturbing novel. 

 

Marie Fitzgerald 

I defy anyone to read this book slowly or without crying. What a 

privilege to read such an emotive story. Immediately the wonderful 

characters of Jenna, her mother and eldest daughter, hooked me. Theirs was a 

family that I could identify with and Susan Lewis’s style made the plot plausible 

and easy to empathise with. The setting in South Wales is also one I know well 

and this helped visualise the events. 

I would recommend that every family with children read this story. The issues 

that Susan Lewis tackles are in no way comfortable but they are honest and 



relevant. It’s so easy to get caught up in busy, complicated and sometimes 

painful lives that are caused by the choices of others. This book is a reminder to 

avert dire consequences by taking the time to keep communicating and showing 

how much you love and treasure each other even in the most difficult of 

circumstances.  

 

Sarah Harper 

The story of a perfect family torn apart. Slow at first, it gains 

momentum towards a shocking conclusion.  

This was my first Susan Lewis novel. Having heard many positive things about 

her, my expectations were high however I wasn’t blown away. I found the first 

half quite slow and fairly predictable, I wanted the secrets to be because of 

something unexpected or out of the ordinary rather than the norm. It’s 

essentially the story of Jenna, her husband Jack and their family, following 

their move to a better life in Wales. Everything appears to be perfect but Jack 

becomes secretive and withdrawn, their marriage hits the rocks and their eldest 

daughter, Paige, becomes the victim of severe cyber bullying. Jenna’s perfect life 

is torn apart and she needs to fight for her sanity and her business.  

Meanwhile, with Paige’s friends turning on her and so many problems at home, 

she finds herself isolated and alone. The only person she can turn to is the 

mysterious Julie Morris, who offers her friendship and support online but 

refuses to reveal her true identity. Paige grows to trust her but her trust may 

well be misplaced. The story certainly gained momentum towards the end and 

became far more absorbing although there were a couple of things which didn’t 

quite ring true. Jack was portrayed as too perfect a husband/father to then 

completely change so much and I felt that Jenna’s support network of her 

mum/sister/Bena were a bit unpredictable. It seemed unlikely that they would 

be there for her one minute but totally oblivious to her catatonic state the next. 

The topic of cyber bullying was uncomfortable but relevant in this day and age 

and, although keen to see how it all turned out, this hasn't enthused me to read 

more Susan Lewis yet. 

 

Ceri Forster 

Well constructed, realistic and easy to get lost in.  

Not my usual fare, but I actually really enjoyed this. The plot is nothing out of 

the ordinary – there are no real twists or massive surprises that I wasn’t 



expecting. However, it was well constructed, and the story built slowly up to a 

climax. The characters were generally quite well developed for this type of book, 

and there was a nice easy flow to the writing. I found it easy to lose myself in 

the story – it definitely kept me reading. I have some personal experience with 

the subject matter, and found the emotions and actions of the characters very 

well described and realistic. Fans of Nora Roberts and Jodi Picoult will 

not be disappointed. 

 

Jane Ashbrook 

Always readable but a little disappointing.  

I have previously read 2 or 3 other Susan Lewis books, and I always enjoy the 

controversial subjects she tackles. In this case it was bullying - among others. I 

finished the book, as usual I find Susan Lewis very readable, but I have to admit 

this wasn’t up to her usual standard. I felt the style of writing was almost child-

like and the way the mother acted towards her children was farfetched and 

unbelievable.   

I was disappointed with this novel. 

 

Liz Stein 

A gripping but sad read, with believable characters in real life 

situations, which was hard to put down.  

I was instantly gripped by this book and at times found it difficult to put down. I 

kept hoping that things weren't going to get any worse for the two female lead 

characters but - without giving anything away - they didn't get any better! 

These 2 female characters were believable and their situations felt very real. I 

found myself getting very angry indeed with one particular character as if they 

were a real person. The story was also very real and sad and symptomatic of 

our complicated, perverse and sometimes scary society. 

 

Amanda Gray  

Relatable, engaging and addictive, Lewis created something special 

in this novel that not only helped me understand teens as a parent 

but also understand more about and with the characters inside.  

Throughout Too Close To Home, I felt completely immersed in Lewis' writing, 



storyline and became completely invested in my emotions for the characters, 

what they went through and how they overcame their issues. The relationships 

between them all and the depth throughout was really wonderful, and the 

storyline kept me hook, line and sinker. The telling of online abuse was scarily 

real and really helped bring this story to life - it seriously impressed me, and I 

really rather enjoyed my experience with Lewis' work. While I may have known 

where the storyline was going early on, I definitely felt as though I was there 

with the characters, and I enjoyed the journey I went on with them all. I will 

definitely be reading more of Lewis' work in the future. 

http://beautifulbookishbutterflies.blogspot.co.uk/  

 

Jacqueline Harper 

This is no light-weight summer read. Brilliantly written, Susan 

Lewis highlights the dangers our teenagers can face inside their own 

rooms & how easy it can be to miss the signs.  

I love reading a Susan Lewis novel. I know I can just sit back and rely on her to 

transport me into someone else’s world for the length of the book. Some of her 

previous books I have read over and over for the sheer enjoyment of her 

description of places and people. Her characters are totally convincing and her 

scene setting so evocative I can almost smell the coffee and taste the wine. 

However, be warned because in this book those same skills take the reader into 

some very unsettling places. 

It’s actually a kind of double whammy. As if Jenna’s story is not heart-wringing 

enough, the nightmare for young Paige runs along consecutively behind her 

closed bedroom door and escalates largely unnoticed by her preoccupied 

parents. Thoroughly researched, the characters are impeccably true to life and 

the drama could so easily be playing out within my family or yours. This is a 

must read for all parents and grandparents who might not be cogniscent of 

some of the modern nastiness our children can so easily fall prey to and the 

possible horrendous consequences.  

Thank you Susan for a very uncomfortable read. 

 

Phylippa Smithson  

A family broken largely by the single, significant act of a Father, 

Husband, Business Partner, Father-in-Law and Friend – superbly 



engaging relationship plot.  

Having decided to move family and home to a remote part of Wales, things are 

going well.  15 year old Paige had settled way better than had been expected by 

her Mum, Jenna and father-in-law Jack. Josh (8) and the 5 year old twins are 

happy.  The ambition of setting up a family business is beginning to gain 

momentum and despite the money not yet coming in, the forecast is looking 

good. 

Devastated by a shocking discovery, her broken world leaves her struggling to 

cope with 4 confused children and when she realises Jack has served very much 

more than just an end to their marriage, his action may lead her to facing 

criminal action, she verges on the edge of a break-down. 

So the behavioural and personality changes in Paige are put down to the 

rejection of her Father by his act and given no special attention.  Except for her 

best friend Caroline, no-one knows the truth - that she is being viciously bullied. 

The plot begins to feel somewhat repetitive as we to and fro between the 

realities of Jenna and Paige’s lives but this is used to create a most dramatic 

conclusion.  Brilliant writing. 

 

 Lisa Hall  

This was an excellent read, and one that tugged at my heartstrings 

completely.  

This was an excellent read, and one that tugged at my heartstrings completely. 

Focussing on Jenna, I really felt for her - her husband has a ton of secrets, and 

so does her daughter and it seemed like Jenna was the one left juggling all the 

balls in the air. As a mum, I found Jenna's emotional reactions to events very 

easy to relate to - and in some places very awkward, especially as parts of the 

book include events that can only be a mother's worst nightmare.  

I haven't read Susan Lewis before, but if her other books are anything like Close 

To Home I will certainly be searching them out - her plot line moves at a decent 

pace, her characters are well rounded and her writing is excellent - the 

descriptions of the Welsh landscape on this novel are truly lovely and make 

setting the scene so much easier for the reader. 

http://reading-room-with-a-view.blogspot.co.uk  

 

 



Pam Kennedy  

I do not normally like this sort of book - one partner leaves home 

and, after trials and tribulations, the other partner finds someone 

else or the partner returns. I did however enjoy this book. 

I found this book interesting for many reasons - it flowed and was very easy to 

read.  I liked every member of the family and, as someone whose marriage 

broke down, I felt empathy for Jenna. But although she loved her children she 

got a bit carried away with wanting to hurt her husband, having said that she 

was a very good mom.  Paige was a typical 15 year old girl but the upset she 

went through I felt she was very brave, and ultimately she cared deeply for her 

family.  Another thing I found interesting was the mobile phones - I still cannot 

understand why they are permanently in their owners hands, and all this time I 

thought it was just my family.  A very good book that I would recommend to 

anyone who wants a good book to read. 

 

Cathy Burman 

A family relocate to Wales to live their dream and to start a new business 

venture. Jenna and Jack appear to have the most perfect marriage and they 

both dote on their children. Jack has a very close bond to Paige, his step 

daughter, as well as his own children and they present the perfect picture of the 

ultimate happy family. Then the cracks start to appear. Jack, the perfect father 

and husband, begins to raise suspicions. Their business venture also starts to go 

wrong. Paige suffers from problems of her own at school and the younger 

children become bewildered. Where will it all end? Jenna struggles to 

understand Jack and to grasp what is happening in their personal and their 

business lives. She becomes so wrapped up in trying to make sense of it all that 

she fails to recognise the signs that Paige is suffering from severe problems of 

her own and is having great difficulty coming to terms with it and dealing with 

it.  

This really is any mother’s worst nightmare and you will want to scream out, 

you will want to punish yourself, and most of all you will want to throw your 

arms around Paige and comfort and protect her. A real page turner, a 

compelling, tear jerking, spellbinding storyline, which will have 

your emotions jumping all over the place. I loved this book and I am 

sure you will too. I will be seeking out more books by Susan Lewis. I loved her 

style of writing which made this a very easy, enjoyable read. 

 



Rebecca Whymark 

Storytelling at its best.  

This is a typical Susan Lewis novel, fans of hers will not be disappointed by this 

latest offering. I love the way she develops the story slowly, gradually revealing 

details that draw you in so by the time a few chapters have gone by you are 

sucked in and can't put the book down. This deals with a delicate subject that 

every parent hopes their child will never have to suffer. The way it is written it 

is quite accurate I feel - things like this do happen and the way the different 

members of the family react reflects real life. Well done Susan on another 

excellent novel. Great for holiday reading! Can't wait for her next 

one! 

 

Sharon Butler 

As an already huge fan of Susan Lewis, I wasn't surprised to find 

that I loved this book.  The sensitive subject matter is very well 

tackled and at times brought me to tears.  HIGHLY recommended. 

Having been on the end of both a parental split and a victim of bullying when I 

was younger (albeit not in the same vein as Jenna and Jack's daughter Paige) 

the story was an incredible emotional one for me. 

The book is easy to read and flows well.  It's basically about Jenna, hubby Jack 

and their kids.  The story starts with the family's move to Wales and whilst 

everything appears to be going great it's actually falling apart as Jack has an 

affair and eldest daughter, Paige, becomes the victim of cyber bullying.   It's like 

there are two stories entwined, the one with the Mum and the one about Paige. 

Susan Lewis researched both her subject matters thoroughly and has hopefully 

raised awareness of what many many young people silently go through. 

 

Beth Winsor 

Good ideas, poor execution. 

I loved the characters and the ideas behind the story, but found it very long, 

confused and not nearly as interesting as I expected it to be. Very lame ending! 


